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For those who might not be able to afford a $300 program, there are a few alternatives that offer the functionality to track and record actions (Figure 2 ), and of course there are free alternatives such as OpenNI. Without using one of these drivers, the camera may not be able to talk to the computer so that the computer
receives the data it needs to track. The first of these drivers to be released (and not all of them work on older operating systems such as Windows XP, Vista, and 2003) is OpenNI, which was developed as a middleware for handling the data stream from the sensor. OpenNI works on Linux, Mac OS X, and Windows [ 49 ].

Windows 10, Windows 8.1 or Windows 7 use Intel, AMD, or VIA graphics cards for graphics processing. NVIDIA makes the graphics card used in Microsoft Kinect V2. For Mac users, Mac OS X 10.8 or later, included with OS X Mountain Lion, uses OpenGL for graphics and is the preferred OS for Mac users. Linux uses the open
source OpenGL or X3D (eXtensible 3D) libraries for graphics. DirectX is Microsoft's proprietary software that gives drivers the ability to access, control, and manipulate hardware devices. OpenGL is a high-level open source API developed by Apple and the Xbox game console by Microsoft. It is also used as a graphics

engine in a number of other applications. The reason there is a need for this driver is because Microsoft uses Visual Studio and the SDK for Kinect. When installed, this also requires the installation of the Kinect SDK, which is Windows only and requires all developers to sign into their Microsoft account. Using the OpenNI
driver and SDK would allow anyone with this driver to receive and process the information received from the Kinect. The OpenNI driver contains a version of NITE, which allows you to track the user's hands in multiple dimensions and also contains a version of the OpenNI SDK (based on OpenNI 1.4.2), which provides the

communication layer between OpenNI and the rest of the application. 5ec8ef588b
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